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Abstract— Magnetic measurements are an integral part of the development cycle of accelerator magnets, a part which provides necessary feedback to drive design and manufacturing improvements and corrections. Automation of these measurements allows for reduction of human errors and reproducibility of measurements. Realization of automation via coordination that is separated at the architectural level from the functional code provides flexibility in defining measurement procedures and substantial extensibility. The described Single Stretched Wire (SSW) system is an implementation of such a solution with the use of a component-based framework designed to build a family of measurement systems.

Index Terms— Magnetic field measurement, Measurement techniques, Automatic testing, Software architecture

I. INTRODUCTION

PARALLEL to the advances in magnet design and technology, new magnet test tools, methods and techniques emerge. Some of them are the result of work on flexible magnetic measurement systems, systems capable of performing multiple types of measurements and easily tailorable to special needs of a particular test.

One such tool is EMMA [4], a framework designed at Fermilab for building magnetic measurement systems using components. Each component provides a specific functionality, such as instrument control, data acquisition, analysis or visualization.

Magnetic measurements are vital and integral part of the accelerator magnet research and development lifecycle; they provide validation of designs and production and uncover areas for improvement or correction. The quality of measurements can be improved by automating the process of measurement, which will reduce human error and guarantee reproducibility.

Measurement systems need to be flexible enough to support several types of measurements as well as different measurement techniques. At the same time, developers face the challenge of producing dependable measurement applications in a short time [1]. In addition, the software for measurement applications should satisfy not only the core functional requirements, but also such non-functional requirements as flexibility, reusability, and maintainability [2].

One way to accomplish these goals is to assemble systems from reusable components and also provide a mechanism for coordinating the work of these components in order to execute measurement procedures. This article describes an example of such a solution: a Single Stretched Wire (SSW) measurement system developed with this technology and capable of executing multiple related measurements.

II. SSW SYSTEM

SSW systems are used in the accelerator domain for alignment of magnets and as a method of determining integrated strengths. The same principle and equipment can be used to perform several different types of measurements.
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A. Principle of Measurement

The SSW system (Fig. 2) uses a long wire with high strength-to-weight ratio (CuBe, TiAl6V4, etc.) stretched through a magnet bore between two precision X-Y stages offering 1µm accuracy. The wire forms a loop with the return wire typically fixed at the bottom of the beam pipe. The wire ends are connected to an integrator which measures the magnetic flux change caused by the wire position change. The change in flux depends only on the start and end positions of the wire. The wire tension and magnet current are also measured.

A sequence of motion steps performed from the center of the wire frame will find the offsets to the average quadrupole center, $x_0, y_0$ to be:

$$x_0 = - \left( \frac{D}{2} \right) \frac{\Phi^+_H - \Phi^-_H}{\left( \Phi^+_H + \Phi^-_H \right)} \quad (2)$$

$$y_0 = - \left( \frac{D}{2} \right) \frac{\Phi^+_V - \Phi^-_V}{\left( \Phi^+_V + \Phi^-_V \right)} \quad (3)$$

When the wire is placed in the average magnet center, the following is true:

$$\Phi^+_H - \Phi^-_H \text{ and } \Phi^+_V - \Phi^-_V \quad (4)$$

The average magnet center is parallel to the wire axis. Using counter-directional movements, where one stage is moving +D and the other -D, one can measure yaw and pitch, and thus obtain a “true” magnet axis [6]. Counter-directional movements can also be used to locate the axial center of the magnet [7].

The integral gradient, $\int Gdl$, can be obtained from:

$$\int_0^{L_m} Gdl = \frac{\Phi^+_H + \Phi^-_H}{\cos(2\alpha) D^2} = \frac{\Phi^+_V + \Phi^-_V}{\cos(2\alpha) D^2} \quad (5)$$

where $L_m$ is a magnet magnetic length, $G$ is a field gradient, and $\alpha$ is a roll angle.

The roll angle, $\alpha$, can be obtained by measuring $x_0$ as described by (2) for varying vertical positions and then fitting a line to the data. The slope of this line yields -2$\alpha$.

B. DC Measurements

For magnets with large field, measurements are made at a fixed (DC) magnet current. Let us adopt a notation for the flux, $\Phi$, where + and - denote respectively a move in the positive and negative direction, and $V$ and $H$ vertical and horizontal moves. A sequence of motion steps performed from the center of the wire frame will find the offsets to the average quadrupole center, $x_0, y_0$ to be:

$$x_0 = - \left( \frac{D}{2} \right) \frac{\Phi^+_H - \Phi^-_H}{\left( \Phi^+_H + \Phi^-_H \right)} \quad (2)$$

$$y_0 = - \left( \frac{D}{2} \right) \frac{\Phi^+_V - \Phi^-_V}{\left( \Phi^+_V + \Phi^-_V \right)} \quad (3)$$

When the wire is placed in the average magnet center, the following is true:

$$\Phi^+_H - \Phi^-_H \text{ and } \Phi^+_V - \Phi^-_V \quad (4)$$

The average magnet center is parallel to the wire axis. Using counter-directional movements, where one stage is moving +D and the other -D, one can measure yaw and pitch, and thus obtain a “true” magnet axis [6]. Counter-directional movements can also be used to locate the axial center of the magnet [7].

The integral gradient, $\int Gdl$, can be obtained from:

$$\int_0^{L_m} Gdl = \frac{\Phi^+_H + \Phi^-_H}{\cos(2\alpha) D^2} = \frac{\Phi^+_V + \Phi^-_V}{\cos(2\alpha) D^2} \quad (5)$$

where $L_m$ is a magnet magnetic length, $G$ is a field gradient, and $\alpha$ is a roll angle.

The roll angle, $\alpha$, can be obtained by measuring $x_0$ as described by (2) for varying vertical positions and then fitting a line to the data. The slope of this line yields -2$\alpha$.

C. AC Measurements

For magnets with low field strength (e.g. superconducting magnets at room temperature) the magnet can be powered with AC current to improve sensitivity. AC powering typically chooses a frequency which provides an integer number of cycles every 128ms, which addresses the problem of the current being asynchronous to the data acquisition and allows use of a FFT. The Fourier component of the flux corresponding to the AC magnet frequency gives the AC flux, serving as a ‘lock-in’ technique. The difference between the flux amplitude measured at positions separated by a distance D determines the change in flux, and these results are combined for positive (+D) and negative (-D) moves in the same way as for DC alignment and strength calculations. Counter-directional and roll angle measurements can also be made in this mode as for the DC case.

D. Wire Sagitta

SSW measurements require corrections for wire sagitta and susceptibility. These effects can be compensated by repeating measurements at several tolerances (or equivalently several wire resonant frequencies) and extrapolating the results to infinite tension [6][7].

III. MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK

The cost and time to market for building a new measurement system or a new version of an existing system depend on the flexibility and reusability of the software. One approach characterized by high flexibility and reusability is to build a family of measurement systems reusing components and the mechanism for their collaboration [9].

EMMA, a software framework, has been developed at Fermilab based on these premises [4]. It offers component-based development of measurement systems by assembling new applications from reusable components according to a given configuration. EMMA components execute concurrently and communicate via a publish-subscribe software bus that offers homogenous support for exchanging messages between local and remote components (Fig. 3).

IV. AUTOMATION AND COORDINATION

When discussing measurement systems, “automation” means completing a measurement task without human intervention. Automation makes measurement processes more efficient, reproducible and dependable.

The implementation of measurement system automation requires executing a sequence of steps comprising the intended
measurement. These steps include functionality to control the conditions of the test and acquire data from various transducers and instruments. Then the acquired data can be processed (analyzed) and visualized on-line, off-line or both.

A crucial element of any automated system is the software. Current industry trends favor software architectures based on concurrent, loosely coupled components with flexible communication middleware. These systems require coordinating the actions of several components to provide harmonious parallel execution of components according to the measurement protocol/procedures.

One of the fundamental principles in software engineering is the Separation of Concerns principle coined by Dijkstra. This states that separate abstractions should be handled in separate entities, and it can be successfully applied at the architectural level to the concept of coordination thru the use of orchestration.

Orchestration is a centralized solution, where the coordination of components is separated from other concerns [11]. The central coordinating element performs a similar role to the conductor of an orchestra. A “conductor” module directs other separate elements (musicians) to execute (play) their parts following a desired workflow, without participating in actual execution (producing sounds).

Implementing coordination via orchestration allows for the inclusion of error-handling and transaction-type behavior as well as allowing for easily changing the measurement processes and component composition.

Both the raw data and the analysis results are visualized in the user interface windows. They are also examined, by applying several on-line quality control checks, to validate the measurement or its part. The quality control process can produce warning or error events. Error events necessitate repetition of the measurement and inspection of the problem, whereas a warning may focus the operator or analyst’s attention to lower than typical quality of the data. Finally, the raw and processed data are archived separately. Selected crucial results and values are stored in a persistent storage to facilitate sharing of data between different measurements.

Communication between components necessary to control the measurement procedure is separate from the data flow. The coordinator component communicates directly with the other components and orchestrates the measurement by requesting a component to perform particular actions and by the setting of their control parameters. The coordination flow and data flows, although using the same message-oriented communication bus, are separated by using different topics: “data” for value flow and “control” for all communication. Some control messages, such as “initialize”, “begin- and “end of a measurement step” and “terminate”, are broadcast to all components.

V. COORDINATION IN SSW

Following separation of concerns at the architectural level suggested in [10], the SSW system can be viewed as a layered system with the coordinator component as part of the supervisory level, and the system components supplied with the framework as the system layer, with the rest of components forming the functional layer.

A. Data and Control Flows

The functional layer of the SSW system is configured from components that are set up to produce the desired dataflow in the system (Fig. 4).

Data is generated by a set of DAQ components, which acquire signals and read instruments. The data created at the data acquisition stage is assembled together and sent to be analyzed.
TABLE I
COMMUNICATION PRIMITIVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primitive</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sendCmd (topic, event, par1, par2, ...)</td>
<td>Send command with parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awaitEvent (topic, event, sender, timeout)</td>
<td>Await an event from a specific component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rpc (topic, event, replyTopic, replyEvent, replySender, timeout)</td>
<td>Send an event and await a reply event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setProperty (topic, event, propertyName, propertyValue)</td>
<td>Set property on the component using its property topic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The EMMA API has a layered design and also provides lower level communication primitives to allow for building communication primitives with different semantics [4].

Fig. 6. Measurement step coordination.

All SSW measurements share the same coordination script, which describes the overall measurement process. It implements a measurement model, where a measurement consists of repetitions of sequences of steps. Each step is an acquisition of the flux change and includes a series of interactions between the coordinator component and other components participating in the execution of the step (Fig. 6).

Each measurement type has a dedicated parameter file, which allows for both tailoring the measurement process and providing the measurement parameters, such as a step distance, a number of repetitions, a requested current, a set of tensions, etc.

VI. CONCLUSION

The majority of measurement systems would benefit from automation, which offers the advantages of a hands-off execution of measurements, measurement repeatability, measurement traceability and operator mistake avoidance leading to improved measurement dependability.

The implementation of automation via coordination allows for separating the measurement procedure from the details concerning the implementation of data acquisition, analysis and data management, including data structures, data processing and data flow.

Coordination in this system is achieved via orchestration implemented by scripting, and, in addition to the above advantages, improves the flexibility of the system and its extensibility. The use of parameterized scripts in the implementation of orchestration further increases maintainability and modifiability of the measurement systems.

The authors’ experience with the EMMA framework and several systems built with it shows that this solution provides a powerful technology for building extensible, flexible systems based on a common software platform. A testimony to this is the SSW system built with EMMA, which measures the strength and alignment parameters (axes and angles) of accelerator magnets. This system can be easily extended to other measurement methods, such as rotating wire and vibrating wire.

It has been successfully used at KEK for measuring magnetic centers and roll angles of the final focus quadrupole system at the interaction region of SuperKEKB [5].
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